
Min ima l  IT  

Rapid deployment
in 1 week with 1
time set-up fee

Carrier on-boarding,
carrier adds, new
integrations, report
building, and more! 

Unlimited
integrations for
carrier systems, all
ERPs, WMSs, and
ANY software

No Profess iona l
Serv i ce  Fees

10X
350+

Customers
Process $237M

Freight/Day
20M+ 

Transactions/Day
Globally Certified

UPS & FedEx 
25K+ Carriers
for All Modes

Average
ROI

Smarter. Faster. Simpler.
SHIP ,  TRACK &  PAY

The RateLinx Suite, a Gartner top-ranked TMS solution, gives SMBs a competitive edge with the power of
an enterprise-quality TMS that’s easy to use and affordable. The RateLinx Suite is an end-to-end TMS
platform for shipping, tracking, and payment with individual modules for shipping, tracking, or payments too.
Our TMS gives SMBs an unprecedented level of advanced analytics and access to the only TMS with
prescriptive insights. SMBs are smarter, more productive, and more profitable faster with the RateLinx Suite. 

ALL CARRIERS, MODES, LOCATIONS & VOLUMES

 

Scales with your growing shipping volumes, modes, locations, and
carriers. Our specialty is small parcel, LTL, and truckload across all
carriers, and our platform also optimizes global inbound and
outbound by ocean, air, and more. The RateLinx Suite handles
simple logistics for low-volume small parcel shipping and complex
multi-modal, multi-location, and multi-leg shipments globally.

INFINITE INTEGRATION POWERS
Our best-in-class robust integrations connect shipping, tracking
and payment intelligence with any ERP, WMS, or any business
system. The innovative integrations future-proof technology
investments and maximize ROI to expand to unlimited carriers,
modes, locations, volumes, and ERP or WMS upgrades.

PRESCRIPTIVE INSIGHTS 
With all the shipping, tracking, and payment data in one place, the
real-time prescriptive insights give you the next best action to
take and even makes repetitive decisions for you. Our AI and 20+
years of machine learning processes data 1000 times faster than
humans and makes sense of trends and dashboards to unleash
hidden cost savings, streamline processes, and drive productivity. 
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